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Turn to plate 1 which is entitled nine permanent bodies of plane consciousnesses here you will find some figures that represent crystalline forms and some that are
prolate spheroids
Form number twelve represents the twelfth plane permanent body and it does have twelve sides on the crystal like shape each side terminates at a point on each end
form number ten repeats the idea it is the tenth plane permanent body of ten sides again each terminating at a point on each end number eight six and four follow the
pattern as these sketches depict these are the eighth sixth and fourth plane permanent bodies these even numbers are consistent in their crystalline formation that is
the even numbers are positive polarity in opposition to the odd numbered forms which represent the negative polarity you will notice that as the number
representation decreases the actual size of the form becomes smaller
Forms number eleven nine seven and five are prolate spheroids they are very similar in appearance the main difference is that they too become smaller as their
number designation lessens
Picture quickly in your mind number twelve the largest on the outside then number eleven inside the hollow crystal then number ten directly inside the following
prolate spheroid now nine inside the crystal ten eight is inside the grouping seven is inside the eight sided hollow crystal follow on down the scale each one down is
inserted inside the larger ones until the smallest one is directly in the center of all you can visualize this chinese egg arrangement easily while drawing this multi
dimensional configuration on paper is impossible
Now directly inside this fourth plane cube visualize a still smaller third plane prolate spheroid this last figure is the permanent plane body from which you draw your life
force more about that later
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